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ABSTRACT 

This study assesses two things: first, preconceived statistical and 
probabilistic reasoning skills and misconceptions that selected college 
students brought to the college classroom; and second, these students’ 
learning subsequent to a college level mathematics class unit on 
probability and statistics. This inquiry then expands into an analysis of the 
students’ most common correct reasoning types, their most prevalent 
misconceptions, and areas of greatest improvement. Results were expected 
to demonstrate that the students, upon completion of the education unit, 
showed significantly more correct reasoning skills, significantly fewer 
misconceptions, or both. The data did not yield the expected results. It is 
evident that current classroom methods did not significantly affect student 
learning as defined in this study. 
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Introduction

Statistical and probabilistic reasoning skills are vital to citizens of 
the modern world. Americans are presented with an onslaught of statistical 
information in finance, media, health, education, and public policy. For this 
reason, it is essential that all college students learn to reason with statistics 
and probability. Assessment is necessary to facilitate teaching of these 
subjects. 

How does assessment help within education? Educators of all 
disciplines and capacities understand the value and necessity of assessment. 
Assessment is used to give an indication of student knowledge and 
learning, and it can also expose strengths and weaknesses in instruction and 
curriculum while providing a basis for improvement. Indeed, improvement 
is the fundamental reason education exists. 
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What are statistical and probabilistic reasoning? Garfield and Gal 
(1999) define statistical reasoning “as the way people reason with statistical 
ideas and make sense of statistical information;" they add that, “underlying 
this reasoning is a conceptual understanding of important ideas, such as 
distribution, center, spread, association, uncertainty, randomness, and 
sampling” (p. 207). Probabilistic reasoning, though often considered part of 
statistical reasoning, is the way people reason about likelihood (of 
outcomes) and with uncertainty. 

 
Traditional statistics/probability assessment methods often measure 

only the capability of rote memorization or the ability to reiterate formulas 
and perform perfunctory computations while providing little insight into 
student learning or pedagogical deficiencies. Though technical matters such 
as computation, knowledge of terminology, and correct application of 
formulas are important in statistics, assessing these matters does not help 
educators to understand how students are thinking. Garfield (2003) wrote: 

Traditional assessments of statistical knowledge typically 
look like textbook problems that either rely heavily on 
numerical calculations or on the ability to recall isolated 
pieces of information. Although this type of assessment 
may succeed in providing . . . method for determining letter 
grades, these types of assessment rarely reveal information 
about how students understand and reason with statistical 
ideas or apply their knowledge to solve statistical 
problems. (p. 22) 

By assessing reasoning, teachers gain better insight into students’ thought 
processes and classroom pedagogy, thereby improving education quality. 
Better education quality leads to increased skill in correctly analyzing the 
data encountered. 

 
This study was conducted at a small public liberal arts university in 

the Midwest. The intent of this inquiry was to provide insight into selected 
college students’ reasoning abilities in the subject areas of probability and 
statistics with the eventual goal of improving education quality and student 
learning. Informal notions brought to the classroom by students as well as 
student learning subsequent to a unit of statistics and probability were 
assessed. Results were expected to show significant student learning, 
defined in this case by an increase in correct reasoning skills, a decrease in 
misconceptions, or both. 

 
The Statistical Reasoning Assessment [SRA] (Appendix A), an 

assessment instrument designed to test for eight different correct reasoning 
skills and eight different types of misconceptions, was chosen because of 
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its intrinsic qualities and availability.  The SRA is a 20 item (i.e. question) 
instrument of multiple-choice format; selected responses from each item 
contribute to scales; these scales are a numerical representation of the 
students’ performance in the 16 SRA categories. 

 
The eight correct reasoning skills assessed and their inferences are 

the following: 
1) Correctly interprets probabilities: person indicates recognition of 
probability, or relative frequency, as the long-term performance of a 
specific outcome. 
2) Understands how to select appropriate average: person shows 
understanding of the differences between mean, mode, and median as well 
as their different applications; student properly eliminates erroneous data 
when computing an average. 
3) Correctly computes probabilities: a) understands probabilities as ratios: 
person indicates knowledge of the different expressive forms of 
probabilities b) uses combinatorial reasoning: person demonstrates 
knowledge of the differences of combinations, permutations, and series of 
individual events. 
4) Understands independence: person recognizes whether two events are 
independent, that is, the occurrence of one event does not affect the 
probability of the other. 
5) Understands sampling variability: person understands that samples vary 
from one another and not all samples resemble the population. 
6) Distinguishes between correlation and causation: person does not 
assume correlation implies causation. 
7) Correctly interprets two-way tables: person correctly compares groups 
of different sizes using percents or ratios rather than raw numbers. 
8) Understands importance of large samples: person understands that larger 
samples are more representative of the population. 
 

The eight assessed misconceptions and their implications are the 
following: 
1) Misconceptions involving averages: person confuses mean, mode, and 
median or computes average without considering outliers; student 
mistakenly compares groups exclusively on the difference in their averages. 
2) The outcome orientation: person focuses on outcomes of single events 
rather than looking at series of events. 
3) Good samples have to represent a high percentage of the population: 
person considers ratio of sample size to population to be more important 
than sample size or quality. 
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4) The “law of small numbers”: person mistakenly believes that small 
samples are highly representative of their populations and other random 
samples. 
5) The “representativeness” misconception: person approximates the 
probability of a sample based on how closely it resembles the population. 
6) Correlation implies causation: person wrongly assumes that correlation 
between two variables indicates a causal link between them. 
7) The equiprobability bias: person incorrectly expects different outcomes 
of an experiment to be equally likely. 
8) Groups can only be compared if they have the same size: person 
fallaciously thinks only groups of similar sizes are comparable. 
 

Student participants were from two general education mathematics 
courses; both courses included a unit on statistics and probability. The SRA 
pretests were issued in both classes before the units on statistics and 
probability were taught. Student learning was assessed by comparing each 
individual student’s pretest scores and posttest scores in the 16 scales. 
Results were largely inconclusive and unsupportive of the expected results; 
significant learning was noted in only two reasoning areas assessed by the 
SRA. 

 
Review of Literature 
 
Significance of Statistical and Probabilistic Reasoning 
 

In reference to Steen’s (2001) Mathematics and Democracy: The 
Case for Quantitative Literacy, W.E. Kirwan, Ohio State University 
President, wrote, “The intelligent use of numbers is vital to all aspects of 
our personal, professional and public lives. . . . Without citizens who can 
understand and evaluate statistics and surveys, balance risks and benefits, 
identify flawed or misleading logic [emphasis added], and much more, our 
democracy clearly will be in trouble" (Cover notes). Chapter 1, “The Case 
for Quantitative Literacy,” was written by the Quantitative Literacy’s 
Design Team; the team lists everyday examples of how elements of 
statistical and probabilistic reasoning are essential to the following: 
citizenship, culture, education, professions, personal finance, personal 
health, management, and work (p. 9). Numerous professors in the fields of 
Education, History, Learning Technology, Mathematics, and Statistics as 
well as scholarly leaders from education-related associations contributed 
articles for Mathematics and Democracy and collectively established that 
the ability to reason with statistics and probability is key in a functional 
democracy and in all aspects of modern life.  
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The Value and Intent of Assessment in Education  
 

According to the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics 
[NCTM1] (2000), the principal purposes of assessment are to “support the 
learning of important mathematics” and to “furnish useful information to 
both teachers and students” (p. 22). Evidence of assessment’s improvement 
of student learning comes from “Black and Wiliam (1998),[comma added] 
[who] reviewed about 250 research studies and concluded that the learning 
of students, including low achievers, is generally enhanced in classrooms 
where teachers include attention to formative assessment in making 
judgments about teaching and learning” (NCTM1, 2000, p.22). Formative 
assessment is defined as any type of informal assessment that takes place 
over the course of a day, unit, etc. A primary purpose of formative 
assessment is to determine how well the task is understood by students.  
Additionally, the NCTM1 (2000) specified that assessment should not be 
just a test following instruction, but a classroom integrated tool used to 
guide instruction (p.22). 
 
Criticisms of Current Assessment Methods in Statistics and Probability 
 

Given the known value of assessment, why is it desirable to assess 
reasoning? Educators (Garfield, 1994; Garfield and Chance, 2000; Gal and 
Garfield, 1997; Konold, 1995) have found that many classical assessments 
do not reveal how the students think or reason with statistics, do not reveal 
their statistical skills, and do not provide a basis for educational 
improvement. Garfield (1994) wrote, "I feel the most compelling reason 
[statistics instructors should consider implementing assessment methods 
other than traditional tests and quizzes] is because traditional forms…rarely 
lead to improved teaching and learning and offer us limited understanding 
of our students: what attitudes and beliefs they bring to class, how they 
think about and understand statistics, and how well they are able to apply 
their knowledge" (¶ 8). Garfield and Chance (2000) furthered this case, 
adding that: 

Too often, standardized exams [with traditional formats] 
have served as examples of poor statistics and probability 
questions and as a misleading reflection of what we want 
our students to know . . . . [These questions] focus too 
much on . . . calculation in an artificial setting, with no 

                                                 
1 Reprinted with permission from Principles and Standards for School Mathematics 
(p. 22), 2000, Reston, VA: National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. 
Copyright 2000 by the National Council of the Teachers of Mathematics. All rights 
reserved. 
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explanation or interpretation required of the students . . . . 
These items [(i.e. questions)] tend to show students’ ability 
to compute correctly but do not reveal their probabilistic 
intuitions or reasoning skills. Indeed, as Konold (1995) has 
stated, problems such as these lead students to believe that 
routine skills and memorized formulas are what teachers 
view as important (p. 105). 

Gal & Garfield (1997), referring to standard format questions (i.e. multiple 
choice and short answer), pointed out that “such questions are all too often 
divorced from context and focus on accuracy of statistical computations . . . 
[or] correct application of formulas” and added that: 

Questions and task formats that culminate in simple “right 
or wrong” answers do not adequately reflect the nature of 
many statistical problems. Such tasks provide only limited 
information about students’ statistical reasoning processes, 
their ability to construct or interpret statistical arguments, 
their understanding of the logic behind the use of certain 
procedures . . ., or their ability to clearly and correctly use 
statistical or mathematical terminology when discussing 
their work or reasoning (p. 6). 
 
Hirsch and O’Donnell (2001) developed an instrument to assess 

“representativeness” misconceptions. In their body of research, they discuss 
typical multiple-choice test items that contain only one part. They found 
“the typical one-part format may ask the test-taker for an assessment of the 
probability of a particular event, but does not necessarily attempt to 
determine how the test-taker arrived at the answer. Tests of this nature have 
been found to over-estimate students’ conceptual understanding of 
probability” (Part 5, ¶ 2). During their own testing, they found that “some 
participants were able to provide correct answers to many of the [multiple-
choice] questions without really understanding the reason for their 
answers” (Part 5, ¶ 3). Their findings and others referenced in their work 
illustrate the drawbacks of classical assessment methods and show the need 
for the addition of reasoning assessment. 
 
The Statistical Reasoning Analysis (SRA) 
 

Moore (1998), in his encapsulation of the “math wars,” wrote, 
“Reformers claim that traditionalists want to train students merely to 
compete with calculators on the calculators’ home turf.” The point of the 
statement is clear in that traditional assessments do tend to focus on 
calculations rather than understand and reasoning. The SRA addresses such 
concerns; its development was done to help analyze reasoning on statistics 
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and probability and has been recorded in a number of publications 
(Garfield, 2003; Garfield and Chance, 2000; Liu, 1998). Garfield and 
Chance (2000) explained, “The SRA was developed and validated as part 
of the ChancePlus Project (Garfield 1998; Konold, 1989) funded by the 
National Science Foundation to evaluate the effectiveness of a new 
secondary-level statistics curriculum in achieving its learning goals” 
(p.114). They further stated, “The following applications of reasoning were 
used to direct development and selection of the SRA: ‘reasoning about 
data’, ‘reasoning about graphical representations of data’, ‘reasoning about 
statistical measures’, ‘reasoning about uncertainty’, ‘reasoning about 
samples’, and ‘reasoning about association’” (p. 115). Garfield and Chance 
discussed the origins of the SRA; questions were adapted or created, were 
dispersed to experts for content validation, and were issued to a group of 
test-students in an open-ended format. The most common test-student 
responses were used to phrase the multiple-choice solutions in the current 
SRA format. Also provided are basic information on the development of 
the scoring scheme and the attempt to determine criterion-related validity. 
 

In a separate experiment, Liu (1998) obtained test-retest 
reliabilities of .70 for correct reasoning items on the SRA and .75 for 
misconception items by issuing the SRA twice to a group of students (p. 
37). Liu listed the sources of items (p. 37) and origins of the 
misconceptions (p. 21).  

 
In a recent publication, Garfield (2003) critiqued the SRA, stating 

that, “Although the SRA is an easy to administer paper-and-pencil 
instrument that provides some useful information regarding the reasoning 
of students, it is nonetheless an imperfect research and evaluation tool. The 
16 scales represent only a small subset of reasoning skills and strategies, 
and attempts to establish the reliability and validity have raised new issues 
and yielded incomplete results” (p. 31). A further indicator the that SRA is 
in its twilight years came from an interview with J. B. Garfield (personal 
communication, August 1, 2003); she mentioned that she was involved in 
the creation of a new instrument, the Comprehensive Assessment of 
Outcomes in Statistics (CAOS) test. The CAOS test is being designed as a 
common test for first year statistics courses and will “evaluate the 
attainment of desired student outcomes” (delMas, et. al., 2003, p. 22). 
 
Previous Administrations of the SRA 
 

In her work, Liu (1998) thoroughly examines gender differences in 
statistical reasoning; subjects from Iowa and Taiwan are assessed with the 
SRA. Included in the rigorous statistical analysis are the Iowa students’ 
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highest correct reasoning scores, i.e., in correctly interprets two-way tables 
and understands the importance of large samples; their lowest correct 
reasoning scores occurred in sampling variability and probability. The most 
prevalent misconceptions were equiprobability bias, and groups can only 
be compared if they are the same size. The rarest misconceptions were 
good samples have to represent a high percentage of the population, and 
the “representativeness” misconception. Liu also employed a notable 
technique to enhance internal consistency in the study; she removed items 
on which students either performed extremely well or did exceptionally 
poorly (p. 98). 

 
Sundre’s (2003) “Assessment of Quantitative Reasoning to 

Enhance Educational Quality” used a revision of the SRA, the Quantitative 
Reasoning Quotient (QRQ). The QRQ was created to expand the number of 
assessed skills and misconceptions, to improve internal consistency, and to 
facilitate scoring on a computer. Two parts of Sundre’s study include the 
testing of the QRQ and the assessment of a selected group of first year and 
second year college students on quantitative reasoning skills. Aside from 
testing the QRQ itself, results generated from the study were expected to 
show that sophomores performed better on the QRQ than the freshman. 
Sundre reported, “We did not see the hoped for improvements of students.” 
(p. 19) and noted in the results that, “misconception scores are most likely 
underestimates since a student could only indicate a one of several 
competing misconceptions for many items” (p. 10). 
 
Relevant Research 
 

Konold (1995), having participated for 15 years in a research group 
studying student understandings of assorted statistical and probabilistic 
concepts, revealed: 

Three major findings of our research that I think have 
important implications for assessment of intuitive 
understanding. These are that (1) students come into our 
courses with some strongly-held yet basically incorrect 
intuitions, (2) these intuitions prove extremely difficult to 
alter, and (3) altering them is complicated by the fact that a 
student can hold multiple and often contradictory beliefs 
about a particular situation" (¶ 2). 

He expounded, “Students have multiple, and often conflicting, perspectives 
from which they can reason; furthermore, they can switch among these 
perspectives in reasoning about a single situation” (¶ 18).  
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Kahneman et al. (1982) is an extensive research collection on 
judgment under uncertainty. This research was used in SRA development, 
with some of the SRA items being adapted from it; chapters of the book 
provide the particulars on research of the “law of small numbers” and the 
“representativeness” misconception. In chapter 1 & 2, Tversky and 
Kahneman (1982) revealed the belief in the “law of small numbers”, 
“according to which [people believe that] even small samples are highly 
representative of the populations from which they are drawn” (p. 7); 
“Consequently, they expect any two samples drawn from a particular 
population to be more similar to one another and to the population than 
sampling theory predicts, at least for small samples” (p. 24). Following in 
chapter 6, Tversky and Kahneman (1982) found that “people evaluate the 
probability of events by the degree to which these events are representative 
of a relevant model or process” (p. 97). 
 
Methodology  
 

Permission to conduct this study with human subjects was received 
from the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the study university. Then the 
SRA was chosen as the assessment instrument. The choice was made for 
two reasons. First, the instrument was recommended for use by a 
professional in the field; second, as Thelk (2003) found, the SRA was 
unique in its intrinsic characteristics. This uniqueness stems from the fact 
that the SRA requires students to not only answer questions, but also to 
give the reasons for their response.   

 
The SRA was acquired electronically and reformatted for testing 

purposes. During the reformat, two SRA items (items 1 & 15) were altered. 
The alterations were not noticed until after the first issuance of the SRA, so 
the errors remained throughout testing (the SRA in Appendix A contains 
the alterations and is identical to the SRA issued in this study). Since the 
alterations were significant, these items were not included in the evaluation. 
The remaining SRA items offered a selection of multiple-choice 
alternatives. Certain alternatives, or choices to the SRA items, indicate the 
use of a correct reasoning skill or reveal the presence of a misconception; 
alternative choices, SRA items, and the attributes measured are listed in 
Table 1. 
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Table 1: Correct Reasoning Skills and Misconceptions Measured by 
the SRA and the Corresponding Items and Alternatives for Measuring 
Each Conception and Misconception 
 
Correct Reasoning Skills 
 Corresponding Items and Alternatives 
1. Correctly interprets probabilities 2d, 3d 
2. Understands how to select an appropriate average 4ab, 17c 
3. Correctly computes probability 
 a. understands probabilities as ratios 8c 
 b. uses combinatorial reasoning 13a, 
18b, 19a, 20b 
4. Understands independence 9e, 
10df, 11e 
5. Understands sampling variability 14b 
6. Distinguishes between correlation and causation 16c 
7. Correctly interprets two-way tables  5(1d) 
8. Understands importance of large samples 6b, 12b 
 
Misconceptions 
 Corresponding Items and Alternatives 
1. Misconceptions involving averages 
 a. Averages are the most common number 17e 
 b. Fails to take outliers into consideration when computing the mean 1c 
 c. Confuses mean with median 17a 
2. Outcome orientation misconception 2e, 3ab, 
11abd, 12c, 13b 
3. Good samples have to represent a high percentage of the population
 7bc, 16ad 
4. The “law of small numbers” 12a, 14c 
5. “Representativeness” misconception 9abd, 
10e, 11c 
6. Correlation implies causation 16be 
7. Equiprobability bias 13c, 
18a, 19d, 20d 
8. Groups can only be compared if they are the same size 6a 
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Descriptions for the correct reasoning skills and misconceptions are 
included in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively. 
 
Table 2: Correct Reasoning Skills Assessed by the SRA 
 
1. Correctly interprets probabilities:  
Probability, or relative frequency, is commonly defined as the proportion of 
time a specific outcome occurs given a long run of experiment trials. A 
person who uses this correct reasoning skill will recognize the importance 
of long-term performance rather than just a few observations. In general, 
the greater the number of trials, the more accurate the probability will be.   
2. Understands how to select appropriate average: 
The average, or mean, is a common measure of center and is defined as the 
sum of a data set’s values divided by the number of set members. Persons 
reasoning properly with averages will understand the differences between 
mean, mode (the value in a data set with the greatest frequency), and 
median (the middle value in a data set when arranged in numerical order) as 
well as their different uses. Further, a person who correctly computes the 
mean will consider discarding erroneous data such as extreme outliers since 
these data may be attributable to experimental flaws.  
3. Correctly computes probabilities: 
a. understands probabilities as ratios: Probabilities can be expressed in 
percentages, ratios, and in decimal form. A person who uses this correct 
reasoning skill understands the equivalence of these different expressive 
forms. 
b. uses combinatorial reasoning:  A combination is an unordered selection 
of elements from a set while a permutation is series of ordered elements 
from a set. Persons using correct combinatorial reasoning understand the 
difference between combinations, permutations, and individual events. 
Using three fair dice rolled concurrently, a result of 1,2,&3 is six times as 
likely as three 1’s; rolling one die three times resulting in a series ordered 
1,2,3 is equally likely to a resulting series order 1,1,1.   
4. Understands independence:  
If two events are independent, knowledge about one event doesn’t help 
determine the probability of the other event. As an example, a person who 
understands independence will understand that with any flip of a fair coin, 
the coin will be equally like to land on head or tails, regardless of previous 
flips of the coin (since coins do not have memory, previous flips do not 
help predict the probability of the current one). 
5. Understands sampling variability: 
Samples vary from one another and not all samples resemble the 
population. A person who properly understands sampling variability will 
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consider all of sample’s properties when comparing the sample to another 
sample or determining characteristics of the population as a whole.  
6. Distinguishes between correlation and causation: 
Correlation, a statistical relation between two variables, does not 
necessarily imply a cause and effect relationship. Oftentimes, variables that 
are correlated are indirectly linked. A classic example come from Triola 
(2001): there is a correlation between per capita beer consumption and 
teachers salaries, though teachers don’t use increased salary to buy more 
beer. It is more likely that the variables are indirectly linked by proximity to 
a college.  
7. Correctly interprets two-way tables:  
It is valid to compare groups of different sizes if done correctly. A person 
who compares percents or ratios rather than raw numbers correctly 
interprets two-way tables. 
8. Understands importance of large samples: 
The larger a sample is, the more representative it is of the population. The 
“law of large numbers” states that as a procedure is iterated [i.e., the sample 
size increases], the relative frequency of the event tends to converge with 
the actual probability. A person who understands the importance of large 
samples will judge extreme events to be more likely in small sample than in 
large samples. 
 
 
Table 3: Misconceptions Assessed by the SRA 
 
1. Misconceptions involving averages:  
Oftentimes, mean, mode, and median are mistakenly interchanged. It is a 
common belief that an average is computed by summing all of the values 
and dividing by the number of values; consideration for erroneous data, 
present in the data as extreme outliers, is rarely given. People often make 
group comparisons simply by comparing their averages. This is a mistake, 
as averages do not always reveal a great deal of information about their 
groups.  
2. The outcome orientation: 
Outcome-oriented people focus on singular trial outcomes, rather than a 
series of events. Trial predictions are made as individual yes-or-no 
decisions, rather than occurrences in the course of many trials.  In SRA 
question # 3, examinees are to consider a weather centers’ forecasts of a 
“70% chance for rain.” Examinees are then asked to determine actual 
weather results that would make this prediction accurate. Outcome-oriented 
persons expect a 70% chance for rain to indicate that it will rain that day, 
and they predict that rainfall will occur on all (or nearly all) of  days with 
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such a forecast. This is in opposition to looking at the prediction over the 
duration and determining that a result of rainfall on 7 of 10 days (70%) 
would make the forecasts accurate.   
3. Good samples have to represent a high percentage of the population: 
People commonly believe that samples must represent a large percentage of 
the population, regardless of large the sample is or how well it was chosen.  
4. The “law of small numbers” 
According to the “law of small numbers”, people frequently believe even 
small samples greatly resemble their parent populations. As a result, they 
expect any two samples drawn from an individual population, even small 
ones, to be very comparable and highly representative of the population.  
5. “Representativeness” misconception:  
People estimate the likelihood of a sample based on how similar it is to the 
population. A series of coin tosses that has an equal number of heads and 
tails is judged to be more likely than a series with a dominant occurrence of 
heads/tails, though the probability of occurrence is the same. In general, 
people expect samples to be highly comparable to their population. 
6. Correlation implies causation. 
This misconception occurs when definite statistical correlation between two 
variables is present and a causal link is incorrectly assumed. For example, if 
a strong negative correlation exists between sales of wool mittens and sales 
of lawn fertilizer, a person may incorrectly conclude that consumers buy 
fewer wool mittens because they are purchasing lawn fertilizer (or visa 
versa). While the direct correlation exists, a direct causal link may not. In 
this situation an indirect relationship between both sales types such as 
climate type or weather would be more likely. 
7. The equiprobability bias: 
People tend to view event outcomes as equally likely. As an example, 
people often believe that the chances of getting two 6’s or one 6 on two 
rolls of the dice are the same, though the chance of rolling one 6 is ten 
times as likely. 
8. Groups can only be compared if they have the same size: 
This reasoning is faulty, as groups of different sizes can be compared as 
long as they are representative of the population and their sizes are 
sufficiently large. 
 

Data was obtained by issuing both a pretest and posttest to selected 
students. These selected students were volunteers from two general 
education mathematics courses with statistics and probability units. Though 
this was a convenience sample, it was representative of students who fulfill 
their general education mathematics requirements with such courses at the 
selected university. Initial class populations were both greater than 30 
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students, but attrition and attendance decreased the number of participants 
to 25 from each class for a total sample of 50 participants. One student’s 
scores were discarded because the student was excessively tardy for an 
assessment session and did not have adequate time to complete the SRA. 
All students were given 10 points extra credit towards their class grades as 
an incentive to participate, and no students declined to have their scores 
used. The SRA scores did not affect students’ course grades. 

 
All participants signed IRB approved consent forms before 

participating. The courses’ respective instructors distributed the 
assessments and provided no assistance to students during the testing. An 
additional question accompanied the pretest issuances of the SRAs; this 
question asked whether students had prior experiences with statistics and 
probability. Overall, 20% of the students indicated they had such 
experience; the distribution of experienced respondents between the two 
classes was roughly even. The assessment sessions were timed, with 
students being allowed 30 minutes for completion; time was not a factor as 
all students finished easily within the allotted time.  

 
The pretest and the posttest data were entered into the data pool. 

Handwritten student responses to items were recorded in the Minitab 
program. During this transfer of information, the data were inspected. In 
cases when student responses were illegible, the responses were not 
included in the final data collection. Item alternatives from the remaining 
responses were arranged to make possible individual comparisons of 
students’ pretest and posttest performance on each correct reasoning skill 
and misconception. 

 
A pooled two-sided hypothesis test was used to test the mean 

pretest scale scores from both classes for similarity. Following this, the 
change in individual student’s pretest and posttest scale scores was tested 
for statistical significance. One tailed t-tests were computed with the tests 
corresponding to the learning hypothesis; that is, posttest correct reasoning 
skill scale scores were expected to be greater than pretest ones, and posttest 
misconception scale scores were expected to be lower than pretest scores. 
 
Data and Analysis 
 

The mean pretest scale scores for the two classes are shown in 
Graphs 1 and 2 below. A pooled two-tailed Z-test with a 95% C.I. was 
initially performed by hand. Published values were calculated with a 
Minitab feature, the Two Proportion Test for summarized data. Results 
indicated that there was a statistically significant difference between the 
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two classes in only one of the 16 assessed categories: correct reasoning skill 
6) distinguishes between correlation and causation (P-value = 0.033). It is 
notable that the difference in correct reasoning skill scores in 5) 
understands sampling variability, though appearing significant graphically, 
has a p-value of 0.077. 
 

Chart 1
Mean Pretest Correct Reasoning Skill Scores
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No cause of the mean score differential in correct reasoning skill 6 
was found. Given the strong similarity of the remaining categorical scores, 
it was assumed that the two classes were similar in their correct reasoning 
skills and misconceptions. The greatest occurrences of correct reasoning 
skills were found in theses areas: 1) correctly interprets probability; 4) 
understands independence; and 6) distinguishes between correlation and 
causation. Lowest correct reasoning skill scores were in these areas: 3) 
correctly computes probability; 5) understands sampling variability; and 7) 
correctly interprets two-way tables. 
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Chart 2
Mean Pretest Misconception Scores
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The lowest occurrences of misconceptions were found in: 2) 
outcome orientation; 4) “law of small numbers”; and 5) 
“representativeness” misconception. Students’ most prevalent 
misconceptions were 6) correlation implies causation, 7) equiprobability 
bias, and 8) groups can only be compared if they are the same size. It is 
notable that both “correlation and causation” correct reasoning skill scores 
(6) and misconception scores (6) were strongly present. Since item 16 (see 
Table 1) is the only item that assesses these categories, it is apparent the 
some students reasoned correctly but also possessed the misconception. 
This is attributable to students’ ability to switch their reasoning perspective 
about a single situation, as Konold (1995) found. 

 
Student learning was determined by comparing each student’s 

pretest and posttest scores. The individual pretest and posttest scores were 
computed by tallying the number of alternatives present in each category. 
These paired tallies were then analyzed using a one-tailed hypothesis t-test 
with a 95% C.I. The calculations were performed by Minitab using the 
Paired T-test feature.  

 
For correct reasoning skills, the “greater than” option was selected, 

since scores in these categories were expected to increase. Students showed 
significant scale score increases in the following correct reasoning skills: 4) 
understands independence (p-value = 0.003) and 7) correctly interprets 
two-way tables (p-value = 0.019). Though significant improvement was 
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found, six of eight correct reasoning skills had mean posttest scores less 
than 60%. Mean pretest and posttest correct reasoning skill scores for the 
sample (n = 50) can be found in Chart 3. 

 
Chart 3

Pretest vs Posttest Mean Correct Reasoning Skill Scores
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For misconceptions, the “less than” option was used, as the 
misconception scores were hypothesized to decrease. The misconceptions 
that decreased significantly were: 5) “representativeness” misconception 
(p-value = 0.035); 6) correlation implies causation (p-value = 0.037); and 
8) groups can only be compared if they are the same size (p-value = 0.019). 
Though this significant decrease in misconception scores was found, five of 
eight mean posttest misconception scores were greater than 40%. Mean 
pretest and posttest misconception scores are located in Chart 4. 
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Chart 4
Pretest vs Posttest Mean Misconception Scores 
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Conclusions 
 

Study participants initially held misconceptions and were deficient 
in their ability to reason correctly with statistics and probability. Most 
notably, students had the greatest difficulty with probability and sampling 
variability. These results are similar to those Liu (1998) found assessing the 
Iowa students. These preexisting incorrect notions may explain why 
students have difficulty learning statistics and probability. 

 
Secondly, as noted in the results, some students switched their 

reasoning perspective about a situation. Indeed, as Konold (1995) found, 
students can hold contradictory views about a particular situation.  This 
would seem to be true here. 

 
Lastly, a single traditional unit on statistics and probability was not 

effective in reducing students’ misconceptions or bettering their reasoning 
skills. Again, this matches Konold’s (1995) findings; further, he added that 
“one objective of introductory instruction ought to be to help students 
replace these informal conceptions with more normative ones” (¶ 1). 
Additions must be made to the curriculum to address students’ 
misconceptions; these alterations will not only help students learn to reason 
with statistics and probability, but will also aid them in their daily lives. 
This is critical, as improving lives is a primary purpose of education. 
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